2019 APR&CR FALL ADULT
COED SOCCER TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE

RECREATION HOTLINE … 249-3348
Web site www.APEXNC.ORG
APEX NATURE
PARK

30 & OVER LEAGUE

1 Bedlam FC

GM 3

Bedlam FC

Revolution FC 0

Bella Casa United 0

GM 1

5 Revolution FC 2

519 Orange

3 519 Orange 1

GM 2

519 Orange 5

6 Peak FC 0

GM 4

519 Orange 7-6pk

2 Premier 519 0

DAY DATE TIME TEAMS GAME
TUE 10/22 7:00pm field #2 Bella Casa #4 vs Revolution FC #5 [1]
8:00pm field #2 519 Orange #3 vs Peak FC #6 [2]
SUN 10/27 2:00pm field #2 Bedlam FC #1 vs Revolution FC [3]
3:00pm field #2 Premier 519 #2 vs 519 Orange [4]
TUE 10/29 7:00pm field #2 Bedlam FC vs 519 Orange [5]